
TVM Gun Foam 

Selecting the Correct foam: 

TVM Cold Weather gun foam is formulated to expand and cure at temperatures of as low as 14°F (-
10°C) to give an airtight, water resistant seal. PN 1-86-15-006 
 
TVM Door and Window gun foam is formulated for low curing pressure and expansion; this foam may be 
confidently used in installations of door and window without fear of over expansion. PN 1-82-15-006 
 
TVM FireBlock gun foam is a fireblock for wood-frame constructions. This method of fireblocking is used 
in place of mineral wool, fiberglass and caulks. PN 1-83-15-007 

 
TVM Gap Fill gun foam is a low expansion polyurethane foam that expands to fill gaps, cracks and voids 
while sealing, insulating and deadening sound transmission. PN 1-81-15-006  
 
 

READ INSTRUCTIONS AND SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
THOROUGHLY BEFORE USE. 

 
Application Temperature: 41°F to 95°F (5°C to 35°C) / *Cold Weather 14°F to 95°F (-10°C to 35°C) 

 
1) Always wear work clothing, protective eyewear and gloves. 
2) Ensure application surfaces are free from dust or other foreign materials.  
3) To enhance product performance, moisten the application area using a spray bottle.  
4) Shake the can vigorously for 15 seconds to ensure the propellant is evenly distributed.  
5) With the can in its upright position, screw the dispenser onto the valve. Invert the can and slowly 
dispense product.  
6) It is recommended that first time users become accustomed to the use of this foam by practicing on 
scrap cardboard or plastic.  
7) Dispense foam into the area to be filled, pointing the gun into the far end of the cavity or void. Adjust 
the extrusion rate as required. 
8) Fill the void approximately 50% to allow for expansion (fill 30% for Gap Fill & Mega Fill). (When working 
with larger voids, apply in 1” layers, misting each layer with water before applying subsequent layers.  
9) Allow 24 hours for complete cure. 
10) Unfinished cans may be reused within a short period of time when stored in the direction of use, 
attached to the dispenser.  
11) To reuse, shake vigorously for 1 minute before dispensing. 
 

 

*Check local building codes for compliance before 
installation. This installation sheet is intended solely 
to provide an overview of the proper use of TVM 
gun foam products.  This Installation sheet is not 
intended to make recommendations regarding the 
suitability of TVM gun foam products for a specific 
application, nor is it intended to illustrate proper 
construction methods – which are ultimately the 
responsibility of the builder or contractor.  

Limited Warranty: TVM Building Products 
warrants only that its products will meet the 
specifications outlined on the technical data bulletin 
for each particular product. TVM Building Products 
will in no event be liable for damages resulting from 
any incident or consequences of that incident. TVM 
Building Products’ warranty is limited to the stated 
selling price or replacement of product for any 
product found defective. 


